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Lightworks Version 14.5.0 Now Available on Windows Linux and Mac OS X!
Posted by Matt Sandford - 17 Oct 2018 06:00

_____________________________________

Hi All,

Today we are releasing the next great version of Lightworks (14.5) on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X!

This latest version builds on the same success as 14.0, improving on the interface and adding in more
support to help new users with their first experience with Lightworks.

We have added in native support for variable frame rate media, one of the biggest file types users intend
on editing with Lightworks, without the need for transcoding prior to importing. This latest version also
introduces higher GPU precision settings (16-bit, 16-bit Float and 32-bit Float *Windows only) allowing
users to view their footage as intended and colour grade within Lightworks utilising the powerful new
histogram tool.

Some of the exciting new features in version 14.5 can be seen below:

- Added export option to Reaper (Lightworks Pro only)
- Added support for Exporting/Transcoding/Rendering to Cineform HD/UHD AVI/MOV (Lightworks
Pro Only)
- Added varispeed information to FCP7 XML exports (Lightworks Pro Only)
- Added export quality setting to the JPEG image sequence option (Lightworks Pro Only)
- Added support for Ubuntu 18.04 and more distro support
- Added support of variable frame rate files (.MOV .MP4, .M4V)
- Added 16-bit, 16-bit Float and 32-bit float GPU precision
- Added export format option for Free users &quot;H.246/MP4 (Free)&quot;
- Added support for decode of Cineform codecs
- Added support for handling .MOD and .TOD files
- Added support for AC-3 audio in .MP4/.MOV/.M4V/.M4A wrappers
- Added support for AAC 32 float audio
- Added Histogram graph to the Video Tools panel
- Added ability to adjust RED R3D RAW metadata parameters (.rmd)
- Added ability to acknowledge project wide LUT setting on export
- Added ability to set a Ranged Cue Marker (Start and End point)
- Added ability to restore deleted clips from Milestones (which restores the entire clip with media
link)
- Added preliminary support for Blackmagic RAW files
- Added support for media folder structures:
- Added new trimming functionality to prevent a trim being extended beyond the media available at
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the head or tail
- Added support for Quicktime MOV files with Alpha Channels
- Added improved selection between bins in List and Tiles view
- Added ELS licensing enhancements to enable targeted advertising to Free customers
- Added ability to allow users to register an account while still running the automatic Free license
- Added new feature to allow customisation of timeline mouse behaviour
- Added new ability to recreate missing linked media. &quot;Media -> Repair&quot;
- Added Apple ProRes XQ to decode formats
- And much more!

The full list of fixes and other improvements in version 14.5 can be found in the 14.5 Release Notes
document on the Downloads page

Lightworks Pro Outright and ShuttlePRO Offer

To help promote this new version we are offering the first 100 users that purchase the Lightworks Pro
Outright license a free Lightworks branded ShuttlePRO*shipping costs apply. We have updated the
Lightworks Shop with this new offer which can be seen here: www.lwks.com/shop This offer along with
the announcement regarding this latest release are being pushed through all social media channels and
emailed to all registered users.

Third Party Agreements

We continue to honour the agreements in place with our partners, Boris FX, Audio Network and Pond5
and are looking to add more third parties to these in the next version of Lightworks.

Thank You

Our thanks to everyone who helped during the Beta cycle in improving this new release of Lightworks!
We appreciate all your hard work and patience and we hope to be back soon with version 15.0 of
Lightworks.

Matt
============================================================================
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